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Artisan Desserts | Morning Goods | Succulent Seafood
Party Snacks | Vegan Range and more...

60p each

RTB

BLUEBERRY FILLED CROISSANT Ve

23417 48x100gm		
£28.95
A fruity vegan croissant made with added spelt flour and a delicious
blueberry filling. Topped with seeds for extra crunch.

RTB

94p each

PHILADELPHIA & BACON SWIRL

96961 40x120gm
£37.75
Crisp puff pastry with a generous creamy filling of
Philadelphia and smokey bacon. They are quick
and easy to prepare, perfect for eating on the go.

FB PS

PRETZEL HOTDOG Ve

43p each

RTB

SPELT & QUINOA CROISSANT Ve

92079 56x80gm
£23.85
A vegan croissant made with vegetable margarine, wheat and spelt
flour. Topped with quinoa seeds for a crunchy finish.

45p each

93405 60x80gm
£27.00
Long wheat roll belonging to the
“Laugengebeck” family. A German baked
speciality.

RTB

BEETROOT & SEEDS BAGUETTE

75850 48x100gm
£36.85
A hand shaped, crunchy half-baguette
packed with superfoods beetroot, flax seeds,
linseed and pumpkin seeds.
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NEW ARTISAN DESSERTS

£1.50 each
CHEESECAKE EXOTIQUE

27042 1x12 Ind
£17.95
Alphonso mango cheesecake on a sable
breton base.

£1.50 each
BLACKCURRANT DELICE

85157 1x12 Ind
£17.95
Punchy blackcurrant mousse on a crisp white
chocolate feulletine base.

£1.80 each
CHOCOLATE SHIMMER DELICE SLICE

29902 1x17 Ind
£30.60
Smooth single origin Belgian chocolate
mousse on a chocolate sponge base.
Finished with a shimmer glaze.
vegetarian
vegan
made without gluten

FB
RTB

£1.50 each
CHOCOLATE CARAMEL TRUFFLE

46954 1x12 Ind
£17.95
Belgian milk chocolate truffle with a soft
caramel centre set on a crunchy base.

£1.64 each
VANILLA & BLACKCURRANT
CHEESECAKE SLICE

26776 1x17 Ind
£27.95
Vanilla cheesecake swirled with blackcurrants,
set on a biscuit base.

fully baked
ready to bake
subject to VAT

WR
PS

individually wrapped
pre sliced

£1.76 each
FORET NOIR

48017 1x17 Ind
£29.95
Chocolate sponge with a layer of cherry
compote and a layer of Belgian chocolate.
Finished with a layer of chocolate ripples.
whole
pre portioned
Ind individual
W

PP
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SEAFOOD BASKET

73843 12x200gm
£38.40
Seafood selection of; panko squid rings, crumbed prawn cutlets,
crispy battered chunky cod bites and salt & pepper squid chunks.

LIGHTLY DUSTED CALAMARI

99777 1kg
£9.95
Natural skin on calamari rings, wings, tips and tentacles in a lightly
dusted coating.

£1.46 each
PINEAPPLE CUT SQUID FILLETS

20108 900gm
£9.85
Frozen pineapple cut squid fillets. Serve
professionally prepared squid without
needing the skill or time.

FLORENTINE FISHCAKE
SALT & PEPPER SHRIMP BOMBS

81908 1kg
£16.95
Pre-fried, tail off vennamei shrimp with a
crunchy salt & pepper coating.

54489 24x114gm
£35.00
MSC smoked haddock, spinach and potatoes
filled with a rich creamy cheddar cheese
sauce. Coated with gluten free breadcrumbs
flecked with rice flakes.

suppliers of responsibly sourced premium
frozen seafood to the wholesale,
manufacturing and foodservice markets.

KING PRAWNS - SHELL REMOVED 16-20
£12.95

89909 1kg

IQF SCALLOPS 10/20
36737 1kg

£19.95

WHOLE COOKED CREVETTES 20/30

£15.95

12989 1kg

PANGA FILLETS 170-220GM
21102 1kg

Yorkshire 01484 536688
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11p each
SPINACH & BEETROOT BLINIS 3.5CM

96106 4x45
£19.95 DUCK LIVER & GIN PARFAIT
99836 900gm
£21.95
A mixed box of savoury Russian-style mini pancakes with a crazed
A rich duck liver parfait with the subtle flavours of gin and orange.
artisan finish, flavoured with spinach or beetroot.

45p each

50p each
STILTON AND BROCCOLI PICKUPS

81506 1x24ptn		
£11.90
Fresh broccoli florets, crumbled Blue Stilton and cheese & onion in
a delicate free-range egg custard, topped with fresh broccoli florets
and encased in stone baked shortcrust pastry.
vegetarian
vegan
made without gluten

FB
RTB

fully baked
ready to bake
subject to VAT

WR
PS

BRASILIAN CHEESE BALLS

64865 50x30gm
£22.40
Light, crispy gluten free Brasilian cheese balls, made with tapioca
flour, with a fluffy, soft Cheddar and Regato cheese centre.

individually wrapped
pre sliced

whole
pre portioned
Ind individual
W

PP
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NEW VEGAN RANGE

33p each
VEGAN CHIP SHOP BITES Ve

77027 2x1kg		
£16.50
A croquette filled with potato and crushed peas encased in a cyder
vinegar batter.

£2.04 each
BUTTER BEAN, SWEET POTATO & SPINACH STEW Ve

80581 15x375gm
£30.60
Smokey aromatic hearty tomato stew made with butter beans,
chargrilled sweet potato and vibrant whole leaf spinach.

W

BELGIAN CHOCOLATE FUDGE CAKE Ve

71150 1x14 Ptn		
£17.95
Three layers of vegan light chocolatey sponge generously layered and
topped with creamy chocolate and side coated with chocolate nibs.

PP

Yorkshire 01484 536688
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NEW VEGAN RANGE
VEGAN VANILLA ICECREAM Ve

27435 1x2.5ltr		
£14.95
Strong and packed full of flavour. This is no ordinary vegan ice cream.

MOZZARELLA STYLE VEGAN BLOCK Ve

72945 1x200gm		
£2.30
Who doesn’t love the stretchy, melt-y qualities of mozzarella? Well
that’s what has been recreated here in a 100% vegan way of course.
Try it on your pasta or vegan pizza.
vegetarian
vegan
made without gluten

FB
RTB

fully baked
ready to bake
subject to VAT

WR
PS

VEGAN MAYONNAISE Ve

60397 1x1ltr
£2.80
Rich flavour and texture to cater for all customers, offering the
classic taste of mayo without the egg. Free from gluten, suitable for
vegetarians and vegans.

individually wrapped
pre sliced

whole
pre portioned
Ind individual
W

PP
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W

APPLE CRUMBLE CAKE

45217 1x12 Ptn
£7.00
Finest apples and juicy sultanas flavoured with cinnamon and sugar,
on a shortcrust pastry base and topped with crumble.

BLACK CHERRY FROZEN PUREE Ve

£19.95

76857 1kg		

LEMON FROZEN PUREE Ve

£11.55

61005 1kg		
Each pack comes in a plastic serving tray.

GLUTEN FREE PROFITEROLES
88870 12x500gm
Gluten free choux pastry with a cream filling.

£39.00

BACON JAM

73539 1kg
£15.95
A smokey, sticky relish. Delicious on crusty bread served with cheese
or use as a relish for burgers or sandwiches. Perfect hot or cold.

34p each
GREEN CASTELVETRANO OLIVES Ve

ASSORTED CHOCOLATE PETIT FOURS
61065 1x77		
A selection of 77 luxury chocolates of 7 different varieties.

£25.80

11560 1x3kg
£19.95
Bright green olives in light brine. Castelvetrano are harvested young
and cured in lightly salted brine and have a meaty texture.

STOCK UP BEFORE SUMMER!
RESTAURANT GRADE CHARCOAL
£16.95

97827 1x12kg

•

Lighter hardwood charcoal

•

Rarely sparks or spits

•

Durable ‘extra strength’ bag to avoid damage

Tel Yorkshire: 01484 536 688
Tel North West: 01254 828 330
sales@totalfoodservice.co.uk
@Total_Food_Serv

/totalfoodserviceuk

www.totalfoodservice.co.uk

